
March 12, 2014         Case #16 

Linda Maroulis  

Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

 

Complaint 
 
1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and collaborated in conspiracies and monopolies for 

centuries in which affiliates as of February 13, 2013 forced the plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, to go to a 

Sparrow Hospital facility which forced testing upon the plaintiff, even after she refused consent because 

such forms of medical procedures are against her religion and belief systems, and the defendant’s 

affiliate still took DNA samples of the plaintiff so that the defendants could use the plaintiff’s DNA for 

research,  and thus by doing so interrupted my studies as a self proclaimed researcher, and the 

defendants then billed the plaintiff for testing and procedures she never consented to, and told such 

affiliates from the beginning that she had no insurance and could not afford any procedures or testing, 

in which the affiliates proclaimed they had hit the jackpot, and then purposely inflicted the plaintiff with 

the above said expensive treatments and forced the plaintiff into a Christian Facility, forced medicine 

upon the plaintiff, and then forced the plaintiff to go to a court case in the Christian Facility held by a 

Catholic Judge without a jury, although the plaintiff had requested on the appointed lawyer, to 

wrongfully enforce injections of medicine into the plaintiff to make it so the plaintiff could not stand up 

for the United States Of America and submit cases to reclaim what the plaintiff has found to truly be 

hers.  

2. The defendants collaborated in ongoing conspiracies using people and organizations for 

inhumane productions which wrongfully used/are using resources belonging to the plaintiff, 

Linda Maroulis.   

3. The defendants invested into companies of which wrongfully went against the natural 

born rights of citizens of the United States of America and this world, and sold out personal 

information of clients and employees to exterior forces which infringed unfair interest rates, 

fines, penalties on debts, and caused wrongful losses and unrighteous takeovers. .  

4. The defendants sold out DNA information belonging to plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, her 

children, and citizens of the USA, to individuals and organizations with conflicts of interest for 

the natural good health, safety, and best interest of the plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, citizens of the 



USA and citizens around the world, and is a national security risk in which citizens are being 

wrongfully accused of crimes with such stolen DNA being used as false evidence.  

5. The defendants conspired with and used/are using religious, governmental, medical 

facilities, and other profit and non-profit organizations to place tracking mechanisms in children 

of the defendant, and other children of this world without the parents consent or knowledge of 

the defendants doing so, and without the parents being made aware of risks involved in 

altering human DNA.  

6. The defendants conspired/are conspiring to toxify the United States Of America and ruin 

the world’s fresh water sources as a sham to produce fear into people which caused mental and 

physical disorders weakening the general population of making proper decisions.  

7. The defendants conspired and staged false elections and fake administrations not 

allowing real citizens of the United Stated Of America to become President as means of 

vacuuming the resources and assets of the United States to other parts of the world. 

8. The defendants are responsible for altering DNA of individuals and using productions of 

elements to make people stupid and violent even making them attack their own families.  

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the plaintiff 

and against defendants and that it be known to all people of this world that they themselves 

have rights and control of to their DNA, that all DNA tracking mechanisms are removed from all 

individuals, and that the defendants be charged with and fined for and held liable for all cost for 

these horrible activities of mass destructions conspired against the human population which 

are leaving fishermen dropping like dead flies from east to west across the world.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                       Linda Maroulis            
                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 



March 12, 2014            Case #1 

Linda Maroulis  

Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

Complaint 
 

1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and collaborated in wrongful and unfair financial institutions 

and affiliations issuing wrongful engagements and dealings.  

2. The defendants invested in institutes of which gave out large loans with little or no interest and 

without any guarantees or collateral to investors that had already lost money, and charged higher 

interest for loans with guarantees and collateral to land owners, farmers, small business owners 

and families in counties across Michigan, and across the world. 

3. The defendants gave out the above said such loans creating artificial price index, which over 

produced housing at overinflated costs, which inflated the appraisals of other land and structures 

inappropriately and increased costs of building and maintenance supplies, which made repairs and 

upkeeps unaffordable to many creating inaccurate records and false gains.   

4. The defendants had bank employees, such as the plaintiff, unknowingly help sign off the homes of 

Michigan residents, and such actions spread across the world and inflicted homelessness upon 

masses of people, and the defendants used the plaintiff to sign off commercial mortgages to 

County Clerks Offices across Michigan without informing the plaintiff of the reactions this would 

have to the economy, how it was going to increase homelessness, and how it was not actually right 

and illegal.  

5. The defendants have not righted the wrongs from these illegal and wrongful activities even after 

requests from land owners and have not repaid the people and/or given back their homes and 

land, and instead are involved in doing these same mistakes over again.  

 

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the plaintiff 

and against defendants and that there is a freeze put on all involved financial institutions until 

the defendants redo all mortgages fairly of which the plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, signed checks to 

and sent to County Clerk’s Offices across Michigan while working for the Independent Bank in 

Ionia, Michigan in 2002-2003, and thus removing the plaintiff’s name from such wrongful 



transactions responsible for causing severe losses for masses, and unfair interest rates, fees and 

fines are subtracted from the debts of clients and employees who were victims to such heinous 

crimes, and proper types of agreements are made for people to repay their debts.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                      Linda Maroulis            
                                                                                                                     

                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 

 



 

March 12, 2014         Case #2 

Linda Maroulis (Lalasamayi/Lala) 

Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

Complaint 
 
1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and sent in spies and terrorists to intermingle in 

West Virginia and to seduce and impregnate the above said plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, to 

run her off her land at McCreary’s Ridge, West Virginia, of which Kirtanananda Swami 

Bhaktipada (Keith Ham) gave to her in return for years of hard labor she had performed.  

2. The defendants endangered the lives of the plaintiff, children and residents of West 

Virginia and the United States of America by sending spies and terrorists into the New 

Vrindaban Community since the 1970’s to wrongfully take funds with plans to 

wrongfully extract resources from McCreary’s Ridge, which are reserves meant for use 

for the Cities Of God in America.  

3. The defendants caused the plaintiff to have to move from West Virginia due to threats 

made by intermingled terrorist known as Siva Kumarian, from India, in which by doing so 

stopped the plaintiff from continuing the mission to build Cities Of God worldwide to 

save the world and everybody, which allowed the defendants to wrongfully use funds to 

coerce, bribe, blackmail, etc… using gains from illegal resource extractions which led to 

going too deep and penetrating inner meridians of the earth and sent electrical charges 

throughout cracking the layers of the earth that normally work as a containment 

mechanism for gasses .  

4. The defendants continued with these wrongful production procedures instead of trying 

to correct the mistakes and cracked the earth all the way through to Siberia, Tibet, 

Mexico, Japan, and places all over the world, which is causing land formations to move, 

and split releasing excessive amounts of gasses.  

5. The defendants ruined normal supplies and quality of natural gas by continuing with 

wrongful procedures and are wrongfully increasing pricing of natural gas when this gas 

should be free because of over abundances and unsafe containment issues due to 

current changing climatic conditions of elements in the environment caused by  the over 



extraction of resources produced by the defendants, affiliations, and administrations, 

and is also due to the extraction and transportation of other elements, such as the uns 

and un uns, which were taken from within the plaintiff’s land at McCreary’s Ridge, West 

Virginia and transported to institutes in San Francisco and to St. Petersburg, Russia for 

research and were not/are not in proper containment.  

6. The defendants caused excessive amounts of gasses to leak into the air which has 

caused an extreme increase in cancer and caused much suffering and many deaths.  

7. The defendants took the gains from the plaintiff’s land and resources for themselves 

and claimed to be rich when in fact they are just thieves, and gains cannot be 

determined until cost of the destruction, diseases and loss of lives is accounted for.  

8. The defendants purposely extracted resources from the plaintiff’s land in attempt of 

trying to split the plates which are rightfully owned by the plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, not 

only from land owned in West Virginia, but from shares in the oil/gas/coal/mineral and 

road industries so that they, the defendants, can try to wrongfully split up and over take 

the North American land mass to expose deeper resources which are the reserves of 

rare elements that were set forth from our Forefathers to be protected to save our 

country and the world and were not supposed to be used merely for energy and 

exportation purposes. 

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the plaintiff 

and against defendants and fine the defendants 108,000,000 US dollars to be paid to the 

plaintiff, and to pay medical cost to victims affected by these wrongful activities plus 108,000 

US dollars to each of the victims and/or families of such victims who have or are suffering or 

have lost their loved ones from disease caused from these excessive amounts of gasses, and for 

the defendants to pay the cost to seal up escaping gasses, and for the defendants to pay the 

costs to supply gas for free until this issue is fixed and these containment issues are no longer 

hazardous, and for the defendants to pay cost for the plaintiff to go to St. Petersburg, Russia 

and give proper respectable justifiable names to the elements that were extracted from the 

plaintiff’s land at McCreary’s Ridge in West Virginia, and for the defendants to give the plaintiff 

land in twenty four locations across the world for new countries that are now known as 

disputed areas, and to pay for the building of the International Cities Of God in these new 

countries, and for the defendants to pay for the cost to plant one hundred and eight trillion 

trumpet lilies and one hundred and eight Godzillion flowering trees worldwide through small 

businesses not affiliated with the defendants to save the bees, which will help to save 

everybody. 

 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                       Linda Maroulis            
                                                                                                                     

  International Cities Of God 
  International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC 

         Diamonds & Designs Of Life 
                                                                                                                 Linda Maroulis/Owner 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 



 

March 12, 2014                                                                                                                 Case #3 

Linda Maroulis  

Plaintiff 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

Complaint 
 
1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and have been/are wrongfully using shares belonging to 

the plaintiff, Linda Maroulis.  

2. The defendants wrongfully transported weapons of mass construction and elements not 

properly contained across roads and water ways in which the plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, owns 

shares in and does not approve of producing weapons of mass destruction or the use of any 

shares owned by the plaintiff being used for any type of destruction.  

3. The defendants paid for and caused uprisings so that records of assets and true land owners 

would be destroyed across the world in attempts to stop the plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, from 

using her shares to help people with by building Cities Of God across the world. 

4. The defendants damaged plates of the Earth across the world that the plaintiff, Linda 

Maroulis, is actually the owner of the most shares of.  

5. The defendants wrongfully misused and misrepresented the plaintiff by using her 

promotions, ideas, discoveries, life researches, writings, shares, resources and assets, which 

have made trillions upon Godzillions of dollars in gains just from when the plaintiff started 

writing up proposals to business and governmental leaders since 2008, in which all ideas of 

the plaintiffs are reserved for use by the Cities Of God and by the plaintiff’s companies.  

6. The defendants used and are using the plaintiff’s ideas, visions and insights to find lucrative 

resource areas across the world without paying or compensating the plaintiff and without 

considering the destruction it is doing to the environment, and opened Climax Molybdenum 

back up in the Rocky Mountains even after the plaintiff protested it to the White House and 

even though contaminations from before Climax shut down have not been cleaned up and 

dealt with and even after the Plaintiff protested the use of students in toxic researches and 

the use of funds to cover up and hide these toxins instead of enforcing the industries to clean 

up the toxic messes.  



7. The defendants reopened up old dangerous contaminated mines like Climax even though 

they knew that it would cause excessive amounts of gasses to leak into the atmosphere and is 

causing excessive amounts of Molybdenum dust to be released into the air and environment, 

which is causing people and animals to be outraged, hormonally insane, irrational, unrealistic, 

unable to think right to make proper decisions and causing an abnormal amount of increases 

in diseases and deaths.  

8. The defendants caused sickness, plane crashes, car accidents, fires, and even death from the 

materials used on planes, cars, trains, and other mobilities even in toys that reflect solar rays 

and are magnified which cause these rays to zap and affects people, animals and objects 

adversely, and purposely used wireless systems to alter peoples DNA, and the defendants 

would not change the use of such materials, recall these materials, or stop using such 

inhumane practices, and took out North African Leaders because the Plaintiff requested that 

these materials be recalled because of the losses from toxic leaching that these materials are 

causing will be too much because North Africa had/has enough invested shares to instate 

such recalls.  

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the Plaintiff 

and against defendants to give the Plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, back control of her shares and to 

immediately provide a CEO position corresponding with all of the industries and governments 

and is provided with a salary, insurance, vacations, benefits, bonuses, retirement, and 

controlling shares in comparison of other CEOs or major shareholders for the Plaintiff’s labor, 

time and energy used, and that the defendants stop using the Plaintiff’s shares for weapons of 

mass destruction, stop using the Plaintiff’s shares to cause uprising and illegal wrongful 

takeovers, stop using the Plaintiff’s shares to move the Earth’s plates in which are causing 

hurricanes, tornados, earthquakes and other disasters that normally would not have happened 

naturally, and that the rightful ownership by the Plaintiff of all of the Earth’s plates and all 

resources from shares owned by the Plaintiff that are signed my Carl G Fisher that were 

originally bought by the Plaintiff’s Grandfather and were purchased fairly by the Plaintiff, Linda 

Maroulis, at her deceased Uncle’s estate sale are recognized, secured and placed in the 

owner’s, Linda Maroulis’, companies as submitted to the Securities & Exchange Commission by 

the Plaintiff on August 21, 2013, and for the defendants to stop using the Plaintiff’s ideas, plans, 

proposals, discoveries, life researches, shares, interests, investments, insights, and visions that 

are meant to help people but instead are being used by the defendants to cause harm to others 

and the environment, the for the defendants to stop using students in toxic researches for 

industries that harm humans and the environment, and for the defendants to recall the 

materials that are causing the solar zaps, and for the defendants give back to the Plaintiff, Linda 

Maroulis, these rightful shares in non-harmful forms.  



                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                      Linda Maroulis                                                                                                                               

  International Cities Of God 
  International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC 

         Diamonds & Designs Of Life 
                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis/Owner 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 



March 12, 2014         Case #4 

Linda Maroulis, International Cities Of God (INTERCOG) 

Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies  

 

Complaint 
 

1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and wrongfully acquired land, resources, funds, gold, 
plans, rights, patents, securities, discoveries and many other assets that rightfully belong to the 
plaintiffs, Linda Maroulis and Susan Joseph, and the defendants wrongfully extracted resources 
out of McCreary’s Ridge in West Virginia that belongs to the plaintiffs, and the defendants sent 
interminglers into our community to run us off the land before Howard Wheeler III and 
Kirtanananda Swami could put in the deeds of lands to the names of the plaintiffs, of which was 
promised to the Plaintiffs for performing years of hard work, and because the plaintiff, Susan 
Joseph, was married to Howard Wheeler III and is the mother of two of his children.  

2. The defendants used the plaintiffs, along with other New Vrindaban members, as slaves for 
pretentious operations leading to resource theft productions, and misled the plaintiffs to raise 
funds for the planned and endorsed Cities Of God which were meant to save the world and 
everybody, when actually the defendants only wanted to take control of funds and resources 
there to use for making weapons of mass destruction, for annihilating mass populations, and 
for destroying the Earth, which was well known for centuries would happen if such resource 
extraction processes were implemented on that side of Big Wheeling Creek in West Virginia, 
USA.  

3. The defendants wrongfully used plaintiffs’ above said assets to attack other countries with and 
to steal resources with, and are even misusing birds and other animals for wasteful immortality 
research projects so that their elite few can try to stay alive forever.    

4. The defendants wrongfully hired people to intermingle into New Vrindaban to molest women, 
children, and even men, to run the plaintiffs off their land so the resources could be wrongfully 
extracted, the defendants swayed rapist, murders, jewel smugglers, drug smugglers, child 
traffickers, and spies to attack the residents of New Vrindaban Community, and even beat, 
raped, poisoned, over and improperly medicated Kirtanananda Swami (Keith Ham - the true 
Founder Of New Vrindaban), and wrongfully coerced him into signing papers leading to the land 
at McCreary’s Ridge, West Virginia, and at Silent Mountain in Cameron, West Virginia to be 
acquired wrongfully by interminglers misrepresenting ISKCON to gain control of assets, which 
led to the incompetent signing of papers to allow resource extraction which would lead to 
destroying West Virginia, the United States Of America, and the World, and sent the spy rapist, 



James Prins, to New Vrindaban to molest children, to rape the residents, and to poison 
Hayagriva/Howard Wheeler III (the true land owner of the originally leased land at McCreary’s 
Ridge), in which was done by James Prins breaking into Susan Joseph’s house with 
contaminates  from the brick factory to put into Hayagriva’s bottle of cough syrup, of which 
contained opium, (rarely found in the US at that time), and was found in James Prins’ blood 
stream shortly thereafter when he was in a car accident on Rt 88.  

5. The defendants stopped the progression of the building of the Cities Of God to wrongfully take 
over the plaintiffs’ assets and gain control over businesses, resources, people and the world in 
attempts to stop the plaintiffs in using their rightful assets for saving the world with, which is 
the mission Kirtanananda Swami instructed the plaintiffs to carry out on behalf of Srila 
Prabhupada, the founder of ISKCON, who came from India with this mission to save the world.  

6. The defendants stole and misused the plaintiffs’ assets and wrongfully governed over Srila 
Prabhupada’s ISKCON so that they could gain control of lands and resources throughout the 
world, and the defendants are using ISKCON facilities for supporting migrants, but not citizens, 
so the defendants profit from taking over and administering illegal operations, which are 
actually resource camps and businesses that wrongfully use/used women, children, men, 
families, illegal aliens, and even priest in their illegal resource acquirements; just as is 
happening to this day in the Appalachians of the United States Of America.  

7. The defendants operated illegal operations that caused excessive toxicity of the Appalachian 
Mountain’s land and water ways.  

8. Previous complaints and protest were made to the White House, to industry owners, and to 
world leaders, to stop these illegal procedures and actions against the plaintiffs, these families, 
these lands, the United States Of America, and the world, and request were made for the 
defendants to pay the costs for destruction caused by actions of the defendants. The plaintiffs 
have offered fairly, chances for rightfulness although the defendants get greedier and persist in 
using the plaintiffs’ assets, creating worse mistakes of ill intent, and are causing massive 
suffering and deaths for humans and other species across the world.  
 

 WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the 

plaintiffs and against defendants and insist that 

 Extraction operations at McCreary’s Ridge, West Virginia and Silent Mountain in Cameron, 

West Virginia cease immediately. 

 A Freeze is put on all assets pertaining to this case, including funds that are in Europe, Asia, 

Africa, Australia, the Americas, the Middle East, in offshore banking institutes, invested into 

weapons of mass destructions, invested in any illegal smuggling operations and/or any 

terroristic organizations, and/or tied up in stocks, bonds, securities,  and other investments.  

 All gold and funds are replaced and awarded to the International Cities Of God, along with 

cost of losses of equipment and usage causing it to sit and lose value along with cost of 

crews being laid off, and cost of plans and delays that were made.  



 The defendants replace the stolen resources and construct supports into McCreary’s Ridge 

to stabilize the earth and clean up the contaminated water ways affected by these wrongful 

activities, except for the elements (known as the uns and un uns) that were taken from the 

plaintiff’s, Linda Maroulis’, land, because any movement of such said elements will cause 

severe damages to everybody, and in which the plaintiff gets rights and credits to such 

elements and resources and all researches of, and gets to appoint proper names for the un 

and un un elements.    

 The defendants pay for the cost of 108 Cities Of God being built  in each continent, and pay 

for the cost of 108,000 acres of land across the world to go to International Cities Of God for 

108 Cites Of God in each continent with 2000 acres being in each State of the United States 

and the remaining 4000 acres being in designated and needed areas across the world 

because the land in West Virginia is no longer suitable for housing such heavy buildings, and 

because delays made from these wrongdoings stopped the proceedings to build these cities 

internationally.  

 The defendants pay back wages for all who worked in New Vrindaban because it is merely a 

resource camp and the people were mislead and were made slaves of there.  

 The defendants and affiliates stop using the community’s name, New Vrindaban, for illegal 

resource extraction camps, stop using people as slaves, stop falsely advertising resource 

camps as religious facilities, and to abide by the forty hour paid work week set forth by 

Henry Ford for fairness for the people; after forty if they desire and can afford to they can 

volunteer.  

 The name, land, designs, and rights of New Vrindaban, West Virginia, are awarded back to 

the plaintiffs as the true owners of McCreary’s Ridge in West Virginia, and to the family of 

Hayagriva, Howard Wheeler III, with the rights of all writings of Kirtanananda Swami going 

to the League Of Devotees and to the International Cities Of God, and with rights of 

Hayagriva’s, Howard Wheeler III’s, books going to his widow, the plaintiff, Susan Joseph, 

and their children. 

 The true signer/purchaser, Howard Wheeler III (Susan Joseph’s husband and father of 

two children), of the original land on McCreary’s Ridge that was purchased from 

Reverend Richard Rose, had binding agreements preventing the land from ever being 

mined or drilled in for resource extractions because pursuing such production on that 

side of the creek would destroy the planet, which has been well known for centuries, 

and again determined by authoritative representatives who Kirtananda Swami 

communicated consultations with about constructing the City Of God with, in which the 

Temple Of Understanding was to be built by the mid 1990’s and the City Of God’s 

construction in West Virginia was to be completed by 2000.  

 Susan Joseph talked to Reverend Richard Rose in 1992 about the land being put into 

Hayagriva’s and her Son’s name because Hayagriva had passed away on August 31, 



1989 from an extremely invasive cancer. Reverend Richard Rose agreed that the 

originally leased land from Hayagriva, Howard Wheeler III should be put into 

Hayagriva’s Son’s name, Howard Wheeler IV, so that previous land contracts were 

righteously honoured, and so that the land did not fall into the wrong hands, which 

would put the land in jeopardy of losing the original lease and being forfeited back 

to Reverend Richard Rose and the Rose family.  

 The East side of the McCreary’s Ridge, south of the Temple Of Understanding Site, was 

allotted  to the above said plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, by Kirtanananda Swami, Keith Ham 

in exchange for laboring harder than a work horse and so that she and the cows would 

always have a place to live out their lives safely, healthily and happily engaged in 

devotional service to Sri Sri Radha Vrindavana Chandra helping build the Cities Of God to 

save the world and everybody, and was allotted to the plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, before 

the defendants overmedicated and coerced Kirtanananda Swami, before jailing him and 

when he was still mentally competent to make legal binding decisions, and therefore 

the ownership to the deed of this land and the ownership of the resources of this land 

belongs to the plaintiff, Linda Maroulis.    

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                       Linda Maroulis            

                                                                                        
                                                                                                                Linda Maroulis 
                                                                                                                   

  Plaintiff 



 

March 12, 2014           Case #5 

International Cities Of God 

International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC 

Diamonds & Designs Of Life LLC 

Linda Maroulis (Lalasamayi) 

Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

Defendants 

Complaint 
 

1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and transported elements that are part of the resources 

that were wrongfully extracted from McCreary’s Ridge in West Virginia, USA to Lawrence 

Berkeley National Laboratory, USA , and to the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research, Russia, and other 

learning institutions, and hazardously and carelessly caused cancer, heart & lung disease, 

blindness, deafness, dumbness, outrage and hostility to the residents of the countries where 

these such elements were shipped through releasing toxins along the way without providing 

proper means of protection for the people and critters that live, work and play along these 

roads and water ways.  

2. The defendants took part in research of resources belonging to the owner, Linda Maroulis,  of 

the land at McCreary’s Ridge, West Virginia, USA that was wrongfully extracted for the last few 

decades, and falsely claimed rights and stupidly named the elements that belong to the land 

owner, Linda Maroulis.  

3. The defendants caused major pollutions issues to waterways, the air and ground because of the 

electronic charges that work magnetically and activated substances causing containment issues 

from contaminates that were buried by industries and from previous research projects.  

4. The defendants used the elements that were wrongfully taken from McCreary’s Ridge, West 

Virginia, USA, for nuclear projects that goes against the City Of God Plans that this land was 

purchased for and being preserved for, and such said wrongful activities disabled the functions 

of the plans for the Cities Of God and prevented construction of the Temple Of Understanding 

that was supposed to be the foothold for the United States Of America.  

5. The defendants used resources wrongfully extracted from the land owned by Linda Maroulis at 

McCreary’s Ridge, West Virginia and used these resources for weapons of mass destruction that 

were used by Nato in the North African Attacks in 2011 and is being used currently and 



providing more weapons of mass destructions even though the main principle of the 

community in West Virginia was to save the world For the Glory Of God and the Upliftment Of 

Mankind, and even after Srila Prabhupada, in a lecture in Los Angles in the 1970’s, stated “You 

want your atom bomb; you’ll get your atom BOMB!” because the United States Military 

wrongfully had taken the atom bomb technology from Srila Prabhupada’s Vedic Translations of 

Achincha Veda Veda Tattva, simultaneously one and indifferent with the Lord.  

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the 

Plaintiffs and against defendants and fine the defendant 108,000 US dollars to be paid to the 

families for each person’s death caused by such destructive negligence, cost of medical 

expenses to everybody exposed, and that the resources be put back into McCreary’s Ridge 

where they were at to reinstate Earth’s balance and so that the resources are used to supply 

energy for the Cities Of God as previously planned, and that claims and rights go to the owner, 

Linda Maroulis, of the land the resources were extracted out of, and that a sum of 333,333,333 

is awarded to the Plaintiff, Linda Maroulis.  

 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                        Linda Maroulis            
                                                                                                                     

  International Cities Of God 
  International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC 

         Diamonds & Designs Of Life 
                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis/Owner 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 

 



 

March 12, 2014            Case #6 

International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC (IWE) 

Plaintiff 

Vs. 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

Defendants 

Complaint 

1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and illegally invested into real estate scams in which they 

misused colleges, students and businesses, that led to investing in overproducing the beef industry, in 

which over consumption of beef induces violence in the human brain, in which the defendants and 

affiliates used these means as a way to control populations by making humans become outraged and 

take down leaders in other countries so that they could institute their affiliates into offices in order to 

gain control of Libya’s and Gaddafi’s assets, especially the land and water ways because of oil resources. 

The overinflated beef industry produced unrealistic demands that could not be met, and so the 

defendants used the Libyan Peoples peaceful march in August of 2011 as a More Than A Million Muslim 

Massacre to get enough meat to support their events with, which was just a cover up for the human 

meat farms in the middle of Africa, the Middle East, Asia, etc… that the defendants had used our funds 

for in which caused Mad Man’s Disease and is what really caused all of these violent raging protests. 

2. The defendants illegally performed buyout procedures in the banking industry to gain control in the auto 

industry which led to gaining control in the utility industries, which led to gaining control in the 

entertainment industries which they are trying to use to gain control of the agricultural industries, which 

will induce big power shifts throughout the world that they and their affiliates have implemented and 

will benefit from. 

3. The defendants illegally have invested in the entertainment industry and are using lies and are releasing 

falsifying statements to defame and discredit the Gaddafi Family and the true Government of Libya by 

taking words from previous articles and making sentences that are lies, and by misleading People to think 

the Gaddafi Family is still alive when “westerners” went in and took the remnants to have a doctor from 

Brazil verify deaths with, but still continued to put lies on TV and in newspapers stating that Gaddafi 

forces or troops did things when it is actually defective personnel and terrorist purposely engaging in 

criminal activities falsely acting under the true Libyan Military to be able to take siege of the oil refineries 

and Colonel Gaddafi’s manmade water way. 

4. The defendants used Libya’s resources to invest in defaming the Gaddafi Family of the rightful praise and 

fame they deserve for peace making moves, and took away His Daughters titles and awards from 

women’s organizations for the tremendous amount of peace moves made by a her, and for saving the 

people of Africa, and the defendants invested in murderers to kill the Gaddafi Family so that Libya and 



Africa wouldn’t have anyone that knows the truth and can protect them from this take-overs that the 

defendants and their affiliates that are ranked high in the banking industry instrumented. 

5. Although previous demands were made for the defendants to stop illegal infringements that they used 

my proposals that were meant for IWE and Colonel Gaddafi to engage in humanitarian projects across 

the world, the defendants failed to cease these operations and continue them every day to defame 

Colonel Gaddafi, IWE, and the Gaddafi Family so that they can take over our humanitarian water way 

projects and claim the fame for themselves. 

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of Plaintiff and against 

defendants and demand the cease of illegally broadcasting of lies, changing the truth, changing records, 

and to cease killing innocent people that belong to Libya and all of our countries, and for each false 

media report a sum of $3,333,333,333 will be charged for the defamation, degradation and falsifications 

of Libya, Colonel Gaddafi’s Family, businesses and humanitarian organizations and that all such wrongful 

media will be banned from being published and that such wrongful media will be destroyed, and the 

defendants pay for the Golden Mosques to be built in 108 International Cities Of God, because the 

owner of IWE promised for fighting off the thieves of the McCreary’s Ridge resource theft that Colonel 

Gaddafi would build a Mosque on the owners land for Gaddafi’s Golden Mosque as written and planned 

by Kirtananda Swami in his book A Devotee’s Journey To The City Of God, with no gambling, intoxication, 

no eating meat, fish, eggs, poultry or bugs either being allowed, and all resources must remain in IWE’s 

owner’s name for the International Cities Of God’s energy supplies, and the land must be used so that 

cows are protected and let to live out their lives.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                        Linda Maroulis            

                                                                                                                     International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC (IWE) 
                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis/Owner 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 

 



March 12, 2014                                                                                                                           Case #7 

International Cities Of God LLC (INTERCOG),  
International Temples Of Understanding LLC (INTOU),  
Radha Krsna Gardens Of Love LLC (RK GOL),  
ShellSea’s Crud Cleaning Critters LLC (SCCC),  
International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC (IWE),  
Detroit Water Way LLC (DWW),  
Diamond Of Life LLC (DOL),  
Fruit For Youth LLC (FFY),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Life LLC (D&D Of Life),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Love LLC (D&D Of Love),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Faith LLC (D&D Of Faith),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Peace LLC (D&D Of Peace),  
United Springs Of America (USAm),  
United America (UAm),  
alaQala – 
 (Launched Pull Clips & Springs in March 2011 to peacefully disband toxic artilleries and move 
these explosives to IWE’s proposed Great Lakes Of The World (GLOW) because these outdates 
materials are causing blindness, heart and lung diseases, deafness, and fungal infections by 
carrying parasitic organisms to the sinus system, nervous system, and blood system and absorb 
the body’s calcium, magnesium, and phosphates at increased rates that cause breakdowns in 
the body’s bones and muscles which dehydrates the body and causes death.) 
  
Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

 

Complaint 
 

1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and wrongfully extracted natural resources.  

2. The defendants wrongfully transported extracted national resources.  

3. The defendants paid for destruction of properties and assets belonging to the true owner(s) of the most 

shares of the above written LLCs and the above written industries.  

4. The defendants damaged panes (previously recorded in history as plates) belonging to the true owner of 

the most shares of Earth in on and above by such said wrongful and illegal extraction of world natural 

resources 



5. The defendants wrongfully and illegally took control of businesses and assets of Earth to enable 

unauthorized and unregulated extraction of natural resources that broke rules of the principles of the 

United States Constitution along with other Constitutions across the world and caused unfair and 

unbalanced bargaining which has lead to unneeded monopolizations (ex: Loggers were only allowed to 

cut a certain percentage of large trees in any given area during any given time period because if such 

practices were exercised it would cause increases in insects, parasites, pest and fungi to move to other 

species as told to Plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, over two decades ago by loggers of the Appalachian and of 

who instructed Linda Maroulis to file charges if such illegal practices ever exist.)  

6. The defendants used property and equipment belonging to citizens of this world without just 

reimbursement of cost, expenses, investments and interest being granted to citizens in which are the 

actual owners of such written equipment and machinery and control rights to vote on usage and 

investments of such.  

7. The defendants wrongfully and illegally extracted, destroyed, scrapped and took the finances of major 

lines belonging to the citizens and residents of the panes owned by the owner(s) of Earth causing 

unsafe conditions and loss of securities.  

8. The defendants caused illness and death to the resident of Earth by extracting an over abundance of 

percentages of trees, especially deciduous, which caused an unbalance in and of pollutants to the 

panes of Earth which caused an rise in percentages of fungi and parasites and increased diseases to 

humans and other species that lead to extinction of thousands of species every year and such activity 

is illegal as stated and appearing in the original printing of The Constitution Of The United States Of 

America and is part of such said Constitutional Printings and of all other World Constitutional Printings 

that are in practice to this date.  

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the Plaintiff 

and against defendants to give the Plaintiffs along with other qualified groups supervisory rights 

and control of above said natural resources and that the defendants replant such trees at their 

own personal cost without tax credits, grants, write offs or any other financial investments from 

organizations that actually belong to the World Citizens and not to wayward administrations 

that have wrongfully acquired such said assets through means in which the governments of this 

world were used and therefore the citizens properties and assets were wrongfully engaged in 

impious activities without approvals from these residents affected by such wrongful dealings, 

and the defendants pay for the cost of protection for wooded areas by roads especially 

containing larger trees and updated practices are enforced to stop toxic runoffs occurring along  

air runways, roadways and waterways that are combining together along with added salts and 

acids used during the winter, pesticides and herbicides used in spring summer and fall and are 

releasing toxic gasses into the air that are drying out the branches, trunks and roots of trees 

and causing fungi and disease leading to death of larger species, and all of The US Congress, 

Senate, White House Administration, Legislators, Governors, Mayors, Judges, Lawyers and all 

others involved be removed from their positions as told to me by authorized assessors told me 



what would need to be done if I ever saw too high of a percentage of large trees being 

extracted from this county and that if it came to this point that it meant that alien nations had 

invaded and intermingled into our systems and must be totally removed.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                        Linda Maroulis            
                                                                                                                     

  International Cities Of God 
  International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC 

         Diamonds & Designs Of Life 
                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis/Owner 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 

 



 

March 12, 2014                                                                                                                             Case #8 

Linda Maroulis 
International Cities Of God LLC (INTERCOG),  
International Temples Of Understanding LLC (INTOU),  
Radha Krsna Gardens Of Love LLC (RKGOL),  
ShellSea’s Crud Cleaning Critters LLC (SCCC),  
International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC (IWE),  
Detroit Water Way LLC (DWW),  
Diamond Of Life LLC (DOL),  
Fruit For Youth LLC (FFY),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Life LLC (D&D Of Life),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Love LLC (D&D Of Love),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Faith LLC (D&D Of Faith),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Peace LLC (D&D Of Peace),  
 
Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

 
Complaint 

 
1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and wrongfully and illegally extracted and sold women’s eggs 

to other countries without approval from the women and without payments for the eggs going to the 

owners.  

2. The defendants wrongfully transported extracted female eggs and male sperm across State And 

Country borders.  

3. The defendants paid for destruction of records of victims that eggs and sperm were stolen from.  

4. The defendants sent in fake professionals with fake credentials that not only stole and sold eggs and 

sperm, but also were involved in transporting other organs illegally across State And Federal borders.  

5. The defendants wrongfully and illegally took the Plaintiff’s, Linda Maroulis, eggs and sold them 

without consent when I purposely had my tubes tied to avoid spies impregnating me and bringing 

more Children into such a horrible mess that just keeps getting worse because nobody will straighten 

up and deal with reality and facts.  

6. The defendants are running Child Trafficking Rings and are using Religious Facilities as transfer 

markers on roadways, highways, waterways, airways, and railways.  



7. The defendants wrongfully and illegally switched Children for sick Children for paid medical 

treatments.  

8. The defendants and affiliates inflicted DNA of the plaintiff, family, and friends and everybody with 

tracking and mind controlling mechanisms which caused people to become violent, especially towards 

those close to them and even caused murders.  

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the Plaintiff 

and against defendants to give the Plaintiffs $108,000 USA for each egg or sperm cell stolen, 

plus $108,000 for personal damages, and that Parental Visitation Rights are honored to the 

Plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, and any other victims that wish to help raise their Children, and that all 

cost of visits are paid for by the defendants, and if any conditions are deemed hazardous and 

unsafe or illegal for Children then  the Plaintiff, Linda Maroulis,  has guardian rights, and that all 

eggs and sperm that have not been used be returned to the owners in safe and usable 

condition.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                       Linda Maroulis            
                                                                                                                     

  International Cities Of God 
  International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC 

         Diamonds & Designs Of Life 
                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis/Owner 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 

 

 



 

March 12, 2014                                                                                                                              Case #9 

Linda Maroulis 
International Cities Of God LLC (INTERCOG),  
International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC (IWE),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Life LLC (D&D Of Life) 
 
Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

 
Complaint 

 
1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and wrongfully extracted blood from high school student 

without parental consent and without knowledge of their medical history.  

2. The defendants targeted students that are from origins with blood disorders to try and kill of certain 

races. 

3. The defendants targeted the Plaintiff’s Children through Ionia High School, WKAR, and The Red Cross 

and caused near death situations in the health of the Plaintiff’s Children and would have caused death 

if hydration wasn’t administered by the Children’s Mother immediately.  

4. The defendants targeted actor’s and land owner’s Children and caused death to many of them 

through contaminations of blood, bone and marrow breakdowns through cameras, lights, mercury 

fillings that are fatal with drinking of alcohol and when too many salt substances are absorbed and 

cannot be processed properly.  

5. The defendants used such lighting/mercury tactics to cause the Driver of Princess Diana and Dodi 

AlFayed to collapse which brought upon death to those in the accident.   

6. The defendants paid off people to be involved in such said attempts and murders and hid payments 

through compensations.  

7. The defendants paid lawyers to have their Children have parties after blood withdrawals where 

consumption of materials that could trigger episodes of breakdowns and cause death were available 

to the Children.  

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the Plaintiff 

and against defendants and  that the US Congress, Senate, White House Administration, 

Legislators, Governors, Mayors, Judges, Lawyers, The EU, Red Cross, Untied Way, White 



Supremacies Groups and all others involved be removed from their positions and be charged, 

fined and jailed for attempted murders and murders of Children and Families throughout the 

world and that all victims are somehow reimbursed for their hardships and horror that has 

harmed so many Families.  

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                       Linda Maroulis            
                                                                                                                     

  International Cities Of God 
  International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC 

         Diamonds & Designs Of Life 
                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis/Owner 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 

 

 



 

March 12, 2014                                                                                                                             Case #10 

International Cities Of God LLC (INTERCOG),  
Fruit For Youth LLC (FFY) 
International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC (IWE),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Life LLC (D&D Of Life)  
 
Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

 

Complaint 
 

1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and are involved in unfair practices dealing with 

Medical Marihuana 

2. The defendants target sick people during depressed times and cause unfair rises in costs.  

3. The defendants helped to knowingly distribute bunk marihuana that does not have a high 

enough THC level to promote healing and promoted usage of fertilizers high in salts that cause 

breakdowns in the body systems of people from certain accents.  

4. The defendants provided conditions to cause higher rates of cancer in areas and then set up 

marihuana sales and took advantage of the ill.  

5. The defendants are not offering fairness to all as far as medical marihuana is concerned and as 

far as cancer cures and preventions are concerned.  

6. The defendants did not communicate with each other and try to provide safe means of the 

transmission of medical marihuana being used across the world.  

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the Plaintiff 

and against defendants and that other programs are allowed to compete fairly for everybody 

and that the defendants return property to individuals that were wrongfully arrested and set up 

real programs that help everybody and are not made so that lawyers and judges make profits 

off from sick people, and the defendants must pay each victim a sum of $33,333 for harassment 

and wrongful discourse of fundamentals. (Ex: Fruit For Youth LLC’s new program called Youth 

Age Program (YAP) so that people of all ages from different heritages are allowed to grow 

healing herbs including marihuana and learn the beneficial ways that such herbs are used and 



learn which are harmful and need to be avoided, and is done so as we all YAP to one another 

and learn and teach each other.) 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                       Linda Maroulis            
                                                                                                                     

  International Cities Of God 
  International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC 

         Diamonds & Designs Of Life 
                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis/Owner 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 

 

 

 



 

March 12, 2014                                                                                                                            Case #11 

Linda Maroulis 
International Cities Of God LLC (INTERCOG),  
International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC (IWE),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Life LLC (D&D Of Life)  
 
Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

 

Complaint 
 

1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and let external forces take over holding shares of financial 

institutes without properly notifying the true shareholders.  

2. The defendants let external forces close dealerships that where operating fairly and such external 

forces are now operating dealerships that smash customers’ credits, issue fake warranties and are 

mean.   

3. The defendants helped engage in maddening wars that made workers from other areas mad at 

Americans and caused workers anger that led to ignorant contaminations of oils, drinks, chocolate and 

other fluids that contain toxic war bits and pieces.  

4. The defendants used the Plaintiff’s ideas without reimbursements and by doing so caused the 

Plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, the karma and worry of matters dealing with manufacturing and all processes 

involved in the new products.  

5. The defendants let external forces torture residents of the USA that have parents that are land and/or 

resource owners with wireless technologies that control mind thoughts through mercury in the teeth, 

lights, magnetics and through alternations of elements and DNA.  

6. The defendants are not offering fairness to all and let external underground forces take over the 

world. 

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the Plaintiff 

and against defendants and the Plaintiff, Linda Maroulis is awarded $108,000,000 for personal 

reimbursement of wages for the last four and a half years, plus $108,000,000,000 from the 

external forces for harassments and for running me off my land in West Virginia and for starting 



up faulty businesses that are harmful to all, plus 11% of all sales of any of Plaintiff’s proposed 

products, ideas, cases and promotions, plus return of shares that the Plaintiff truly owns.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                        Linda Maroulis            
                                                                                                                     

  International Cities Of God 
  International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC 

         Diamonds & Designs Of Life 
                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis/Owner 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 

 

 

 

 



 

March 12, 2014                                                                                                                             Case #12 

International Cities Of God LLC (INTERCOG),  
International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC (IWE),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Life LLC (D&D Of Life)  
 
Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

 

Complaint 
 

1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and are involved in unfair false representation of the 

constitution of the United States of America and have taken on ownership of Institutes of Religions 

through affiliations, marriages, administrations, associations, foundations, etc...  

2. The defendants are falsely representing officials.   

3. The defendants are falsely misleading the public and using actors to falsely represent authorities.  

4. The defendants used unfair illegal means during election to control people’s minds through wireless 

technologies and made it hard for so many voters to even vote.  

5. The defendants purposely fracked the United States to cause excessive gas releases before elections 

to stop The People from having the energy and strength to retaliate and protest.  

6. The defendants wrongfully used technologies owned by the United States Of America to collapse 

America and the World and went against World Trade Agreements.  

7. The defendants wrongfully are representing businesses and charities while being on federal payrolls.  

8.  The defendants are wrongfully operating businesses while being federally employed that are against 

the best interest of the Citizens of the United States Of America, and continue operating illegal 

business that include poaching animals and Families in the areas where the animals roam freely at. 

 

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the Plaintiff 

and against defendants and that a freeze is put on all assets of defendants and all funds and 

positions be replaced with cost being allocated to the defendants and not being from the funds, 

assets, interests, investments or positions that have been wrongfully misrepresented, and that 

the defendants be charged for the deaths to Families caused by poaching, and that all 



individuals involved in such ill practices be removed from positions that represent the public 

and are barred from owning businesses and charities, and that the defendant pay $33,333 for 

each incident each victim is affected by and $108,000 for each death the defendants caused.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                        Linda Maroulis            
                                                                                                                     

  International Cities Of God 
  International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC 

         Diamonds & Designs Of Life 
                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis/Owner 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 

 

 

 

 



 

March 12, 2014                                                                                                                          Case #13 

Linda Maroulis 
Diamonds & Designs Of Life LLC (D&D Of Life)  
 
Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

 

Complaint 
 

1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and haven’t been/are not providing safe distributions of 

energy and surges are occurring due to neglect and proper maintenance by qualified experienced 

professionals 

2. The defendants did not exercise proper procedures for gases releasing into the environment.   

3. The defendants are neglected to make use of available natural gases in waste facilities which in return 

caused excessive escape of gases into the atmosphere which increased cancer and diseases to humans 

and other species, and also sped up reproductive systems which led to not being able to produce 

enough nutrients needed. 

4. The defendants used the Plaintiff’s, Linda Maroulis, promotion “We’ve Buried Canada’s Trash So We 

Don’t Need To Frack!” and the Plaintiff’s advice to start using the gases from the waste facilities 

without just reciprocation being paid to the Plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, and instead being tortured with 

shut off notices.  

5. The defendants hired tree removal services that were not trained properly and spread diseases, fungi 

and viruses throughout Michigan which increased deaths in not only plant life, but in animal life also.   

6. The defendants drove over areas not under lines and ran over potted perennials belonging to the 

Plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, which are valued at approximately $3333, plus approximately $1555 for costs 

for clean-up of the smashed pots that weeds grew into because there isn’t enough time in the spring 

to have to deal with added problems caused by operating businesses stupidly and carelessly without 

being concerned about the environment or people.   

7. The defendants are contaminating the air and water by not updating facilities, machinery and 

equipment.  

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the Plaintiff 

and against defendants to compensate the Plaintiff, Linda Maroulis, with free gas from the 



dump which is only two miles away, and in which energy books state that we would all be able 

to eventually take advantage of and be provided with natural gas at low prices, and that the 

defendants pay for the cost of plants and cost for clean-up totaling $4888, and the defendants 

pay 11% of all sales resulting from the Plaintiff’s good calls that should have been done by 

officials but they all went on vacation for years and forgot about the People in the US, and that 

equipment used for fracking not brought into Michigan because it will contaminate our water 

resources and also that all fracking equipment recently  brought here are sent back to where 

they came from and are used to clean up the messes left from fracking, which include providing 

clean water and air for everybody and provided uncontaminated grains and foodstuffs for 

everybody including cows and animals, which will take approximately twenty five years.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                       Linda Maroulis            
                                                                                                                     

  International Cities Of God 
  International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC 

         Diamonds & Designs Of Life 
                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis/Owner 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 

 

 

 

 

 



 

March 12, 2014                                                                                                                               Case #14 

International Cities Of God LLC (INTERCOG),  
International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC (IWE),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Life LLC (D&D Of Life)  
 
Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

 

Complaint 
 

1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and wrongfully extracted diamonds and gems from 

contaminated areas.  

2. The defendants transported contaminated gems and stones across International borders without 

proper containment protocols being used.  

3. The defendants are using Religious and Governmental facilities, machinery and equipment for 

transporting and selling of wrongfully extracted and wrongfully transported gems and stones.  

4. The defendants caused increases in fungi and parasites and thus cause death to animals, humans and 

caused the extinction of thousands of species.  

5. The defendants put at risk the safety of the People living in areas of extractions and living in areas 

where the contaminated gems and stones are now at.  

6. The defendants used facilities, equipment, and business negotiations for personal gain that actually 

belong to the United States of America.  

7.  The defendants used such services to run drug and Child trafficking rings throughout America and 

across the World.  

8. The defendants used funds and equipment made from such said wrongful business dealings and the 

defendants used city, county, state, and federal properties to watch our Children through web cams 

on the internet while our Children are even at home playing to figure out sick tactics to set us all up 

and in doing so misrepresented all of our governments and organizations.  

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the Plaintiff 

and against defendants and are charged with the deaths occurring from cancer and pay 

everybody afflicted $108,000 plus medical costs, funeral costs, and added funds for living costs 



from causing increases in cancer in women by wearing rings with contaminated gems and 

stones in that become extremely toxic when mixed with certain metals and other elements and 

are absorbed through the skin and airways and into the blood system then entering the lymph 

nodes and then into the breast, lungs, liver, kidneys, bladder, etc…,  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                        Linda Maroulis            
                                                                                                                     

  International Cities Of God 
  International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC 

         Diamonds & Designs Of Life 
                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis/Owner 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 

 

 

 

 

 



 

March 12, 2014                                                                                                                           Case #15 

Linda Maroulis 
International Cities Of God LLC (INTERCOG),  
International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC (IWE),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Life LLC (D&D Of Life)  
 
Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

 

Complaint 
 

1. The defendants conspired with affiliates and are using every bit and piece of everything the Plaintiff, 

Linda Maroulis, writes, proposes, presents, plans and do and even watch by satellite every move the 

Plaintiff makes.  

2. The defendants used, are using and keep using the Plaintiff’s ideas without giving the Plaintiff a salary 

or reimbursements The defendants are using funds made from the internet for personal gain when 

the internet belongs to the People of the United States Of America 

3. The defendants wrongfully take and use People’s private information from uploads and downloads on 

the internet.  

4. The defendants caused unfairness in trades by not making the internet available for free to all citizens 

of the United States Of America who are the true owners of the internet systems.  

5. The defendants wrongfully distributed technologies to only certain businesses and individuals to Lord 

over and control everybody with monopolies of programming, and wrongfully and illegally sold 

resources and shares that belong to residents of the United States Of America.  

6. The defendants imitated and are still imitating medical conditions such as viruses in computers which 

proves the truth about the causes of so much cancer and cures thereof.  

7.  The defendants are not operating organizations to be at the best interest of the People and are 

causing unsafe conditions to everybody.  

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the Plaintiff 

and against defendants and the Plaintiff is reimbursed with a salary or just means of fair 

reimbursements for every bit and piece used by the defendants, and for the Plaintiff to be given 

back control of rights, shares, interest, investments for any type of usage of such bits and 



pieces, and for 11% of all sales/gains to be paid to the Plaintiff with the Plaintiff not being 

responsible for the damages done and that the defendants pay for all cost of damages.  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                       Linda Maroulis            
                                                                                                                     

  International Cities Of God 
  International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC 

         Diamonds & Designs Of Life 
                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis/Owner 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

March 12, 2014                                                                                                                           Case #17 
(Suspicions of such submitted) 

 
Linda Maroulis 
International Cities Of God LLC (INTERCOG),  
International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC (IWE),  
Diamonds & Designs Of Life LLC (D&D Of Life)  
 
Plaintiffs 

Vs. 

Defendants 

The Interstate and International Resource Field Companies 

Complaint 
 

1. The defendants conspired with affiliates to zap people’s cranes and took control of their minds to 

engage in wrongful and illegal activities, which led to deaths, and staged upscale cruel attacks since 

the plaintiff sent cases 1-16 to the Supreme Court Of The United States. 

2. The defendants used such mind control tactics to harass and attack true original royals. 

3. The defendants conspired with in-laws of the plaintiffs and used the mind control tactics to murder 

brother of the plaintiff, Charles L. Maroulis on 9/11/2014 to steal his gold and savings, and to try to 

cut in on the plaintiffs shares, resources, and properties, which do not belong to them and never will. 

 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiff prays that this Honorable Court enters a judgment in favor of the Plaintiff  

and against defendants and prosecute the defendants for the of murder of the plaintiff’s 

brother, Charles L. Maroulis 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
Respectfully Submitted, 

Dated: March 12, 2014                                                                       Linda Maroulis            
    (Suspicions of such submitted)                                                                                                                  

  International Cities Of God 
  International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC 

         Diamonds & Designs Of Life 
                                                                                                                  Linda Maroulis/Owner 
 
                                                                                                                  Plaintiff 

 



 

The following is what I sent to the Securities and Exchange Commission and states what I feel is best to do with my 

shares along with taking all of my shares out of anything to do with nuclear anything –  

August 21, 2013 
 
Security And Exchange Commission 
100 F Street, NE 
Washington, DC 20549 
 
Dear Securities And Exchange Commission Representatives: 
 
Please accept my utmost respects. I am writing in regards to share certificates that I bought fairly from my 

deceased Uncle Nicolas Maroules’ estate sale and were originally purchased by my Grandfather, Charles Maroules. 

I want to cash in my shares for their net value as of today August 21, 2013 and transfer all funds into companies 

and organizations that I have started and proposed that I see fit to help straighten out the messes in the world that 

have been created by the misuse and misrepresentation of my shares, and then put the share certificates into the 

Museum in Detroit that holds the documents of the Lincoln Highway, our first transcontinental highway because 

this is the trail where all of my shares were first invested upon and then sent overseas and used across the world. 

It will be the 100
th

 Anniversary of the Lincoln Highway in October, so this is a very honourable and appropriate 

contribution that will give just credits and proper recognitions. I am enclosing the information of the shares along 

with the list of my companies and organization in which my share will be invested into. I want my shares to stop 

being used for any activities that involve illicit sex, gambling, intoxications that are not for medical use, the eating 

of meat, fish, poultry, eggs, and bugs, the making of bombs, missiles, and ammunitions, propagandas and 

organizations that lead to unfair take overs, defamation of the true meaning of marriage, charities, the killing of 

humans, animals and creatures of Earth, and fracking.  

My companies and organizations will be started up where ever my shares are and will stay in the countries where 

they presently are being used at, but will be invested properly as I see fit. This will help relieve and stress, anxieties 

or fears of anybody occurring unfair losses.  

I have already contacted many leaders of both industries and countries to let them know of my shares and what I 

plan on doing with everything. If it is necessary, my companies will be incorporated.  

I am looking forward to fixing the messes that were created from past carelessness, negligence and deceit. Thank 

you so much for your time and energy. I will now reinvest the time and energy that truly belongs to me into 

helping this world heal with natural means and progress fairly and safely.  

Sincerely, 

Linda Maroulis (Lala) 

  



August 21, 2013 

To Whom It May Concern: 
Texas Oil Products Company Shares (Pictures And Description Following Organizational List) Belonging To Linda Maroulis (Lala/Lalasamayi), 

Bought At Her Deceased Uncle’s Estate Sale, Which Are Shares That Were Invested Into The Auto Industry, Air And Space Industry, And Then 

Across The Interstates Into The Oil Fields, Then Invested Internationally Into The All The Energy Industry Which Then Led To Investments In 
All Industries Everywhere Once The Texas Oil Products Company Was Sold To Star Oil & Refinery Of Ft. Worth Texas in 1930 And Continued 

On Being Invested World Wide, And Then Were Invested In Activities To Extract Resources From Land In Which Was Given To Linda 

Maroulis From Keith Ham/Swami Bhaktipada at McCreary’s Ridge In West Virginia And Were Resources And Elements That Were Transported 
Across The World In Which Include The Uns And Un Uns And Are Being Held And Researched With In St. Petersburg, Russia, In Which Are 

Resources And Elements Belonging To Linda Maroulis Which Were Taken Wrongfully Without The Permission Of Linda Maroulis In Which 

She Has Rights To Name And Use For What She Sees Fit. Above Mentioned Shares Together Have Reached The Highest Ownership Of Shares 
World Wide And Are To Be Transferred Immediately Into The Following Companies And Organizations Listed Below In Which Are Owned 

And/Or Initiated By Linda Maroulis: 

International WaterWay Enterprizes LLC (IWE) - Started to propose and promote worldwide competitions that are fair, especially to women, 
and help provide a safer, more efficient, more sustainable and better future for all.    

RUSTY – Revenues United Security Trust Yards 

Symbolizes, promotes and provides ways of bringing us all back up into functional beings and protects us all from jealous 
and envious malicious attacks. 

HONESTY – Horological Ontology Networks Enhancing Structural Togetherness Yearnings  

Horological = Arts and crafts of measuring time and making time pieces; Ontology = Originating 

transacting relations with the nature of being and the nature of reality;  

Networks = Connecting transmitting stations controlled and operated as whole units; 

 Enhancing = Increasing values;  
Structural = Interrelation parts to form unity;  

Togetherness = Combining cooperating groups;  

Yearnings = Desiring Pleasing Results.  

GRACE – Great Reciprocations Allocating Constitutional Equality – Started and proposed to provide societies that 

promote fairness to women around the world. 
GRACE 1 – Geological Reinforced Atmospheric Cultural Equities 

Women working with the structures and development of people and Earth.  

GRACE 2 – Geographical Reinforced Atmospheric Cultural Equities 
Women working dealing with the different continents, countries, and regions of people of Earth. 

GRACE 3 – Geocronological Reinforced Atmospheric Cultural Equities 

Women working with the orders of events and timelines of people and Earth. 
GRACE 4 – Geoeconomical Reinforced Atmospheric Cultural Equities 

Women working with the distributions of resource, consumption, capital, investment, and production 

aspects of people and Earth.   
GRACE 5 – Geoethical Reinforced Atmospheric Cultural Equities 

Women working amongst the different belief systems, practices, and religions of Earth. 

GRACE 6 – Geolinguistical Reinforced Atmospheric Cultural Equities 
Women working with the development and history of the different languages of people and Earth.  

GRACE 7 – Geomagnetical Reinforced Atmospheric Cultural Equities 

Women working with magnetics and attractions of people and Earth.  
GRACE 8 – Geometrical Reinforced Atmospheric Cultural Equities 

Women working with the different aspects of mathematics of people and Earth. 

GRACE 9 – Geomorphological Reinforced Atmospheric Cultural Equities 
Women working with the representation of the topographic features of Earth  such as mapping, charting, 

and the manmade features, such as designing roads, water ways, entities, positions and facilities of Earth.  

GRACE 10 – Geopolitical Reinforced Atmospheric Cultural Equities 
Women working in the political positions in the different regions of Earth. 

GRACE 11 – Geoponical Reinforced Atmospheric Cultural Equities 

Women working in the farming/agricultural fields in relations to dealing with plants and soils used by 
people of Earth .  

GRACE 12 – Georhythmical Reinforced Atmospheric Cultural Equities 

Women working with musical and sound vibrations existing to Earth.   
NATHANYAL – (A Work In Progress Still To Be Determined) 

Detroit WaterWay LLC (DWW) - Started for proposing and promoting rebuilding Detroit, restructuring roadways, protecting 

waterways, and for preserving parks and historical monuments and areas.     
United Springs Of America (USAm) – Started and proposed to promote protection of our waterways uniting the 

United States Of America with the world.   

Great Lakes Of World Water Ways (GLOWWW) – Started and proposed to work with alaQala to 
create, stabilize, and control water ways around the world. 

 alaQala – Started and proposed to promote the power of peace and the disbanding, moving of, and proper 

storage and disposal of old unsafe artillery.   
Diamond Of Life LLC (DOL) - Started to propose fairness and opportunities to women across the world and all that they love.     

Fruit For Youth LLC (FFY) - Started to propose and promote businesses and programs that provide healthy lifestyles for people of 

all ages. 
International Cities Of God LLC (INTERCOG) – Started and proposed to furthermore previous unfinished plans promoted by Kirtanananda 

Swami Bhaktipada for the Glorification of God and to uplift mankind.  



International Temples Of Understanding LLC (INTERTOU) – Started and proposed to furthermore and previous unfinished plans 

promoted by Kirtanananda Swami Bhaktipada for the Glorification of God and to uplift mankind.  
Radha Krsna Gardens Of Eternal Love LLC (RKGOEL) – Started and proposed for planting and teaching about gardens that are 

natural, organic, and promote heirlooms and plants from heritages across the world. 

ShellSea’s Crud Cleaning Critters LLC (SSCCC) – Started and proposed to promote businesses and trades of the processes of 
production continuing into the cleaning and rejuvenating stages. 

Diamonds & Designs Of Life LLC (D&DofLife) - Started to promote business and trade that detail and enhance designs of life from cultures 

across the world. 
Diamonds & Designs Of Love LLC (D&DoLove) - Started to promote business and trade that detail and enhance designs of love 

from cultures across the world 

Diamonds & Designs Of Faith LLC (D&DoFaith) - Started to promote business and trade that detail and enhance designs of faith 
from cultures across the world. 

Diamonds & Designs Of Peace LLC (D&DoPeace) - Started to promote business and trade that detail and enhance designs of peace 

from cultures across the world. 
United America (UA) – Proposed and started to unite America with all organizations across the world and to increase fairness and equality and 

provide just governance to all.  

People’s Offices Of Securities (POS) – A People’s choice organization and is an alternative to the United Nations since most do not abide by the 
rules set forth or agree on most situations, and because the United Nations has become an unfair monopoly. Let the People around the world vote 

on these situations that affect us all.  

 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Linda Maroulis 

 

 

Information On Two Texas Oil Products Company Share Certificates – 

 
Shares Certificate Purchased Fairly From Deceased Uncle Nicolas Maroules’ Estate Sale And Now Owned By Linda Maroulis 
 
Texas Oil Products Company 
 Incorporated Under The Laws Of The State Of Arizona 

 Originally bought by Charles G Maroules May 7, 1920 A.D. 
  Number 481 

Ten Shares of the Capital Stock of the Texas Oil Products Company  
   Capital Stock, $850,000.00  Shares, $10.00 each 
Company Representatives –  

G. Carl Fisher – President 
Robert J Fisher – Vice President 
C Frazer – Secretary 

 
Signed by: 

G. Carl Fisher - President 
C Frazer – Secretary 

  

                                      
Sincerely, 
 
Linda Maroulis 
 
Information On Two Texas Oil Products Company Share Certificates – 
 
Shares Certificate Purchased Fairly From Deceased Uncle Nicolas Maroules’ Estate Sale And Now Owned By Linda Maroulis 
 
Texas Oil Products Company 
 Incorporated Under The Laws Of The State Of Arizona 

 Originally bought by Charles G Maroules on April 21, 1921 A.D. 
  Number 2328 

Fifteen Shares of the Capital Stock of the Texas Oil Products Company  
   Capital Stock, $3,000,000.00  Shares, $10.00 each 



Company Representatives –  
G. Carl Fisher – President 
Robert J Fisher – Vice President 
C Frazer – Secretary 

 
Signed by: 

G. Carl Fisher - President 
C Frazer – Secretary 

                                        
Sincerely, 
 
Linda Maroulis (Lala) 
 

I had to act crazy and pull on all the connections of communications to make sure ownership of my shared were publicized by February 14, 
2013, which if the appropriate date that was necessary, which deems that date of August 23, 2013 ineffective that the oil fields and others are 
trying to use to move around shares that don’t really belong to them.  
 
Here is a picture of me when I had to go to extremes to make public notice of ownership of my shares –  

 
 

http://www.wlns.com/story/21177895/police-search-for-missing-woman 

http://www.wlns.com/story/21177895/police-search-for-missing-woman


Here is a partial list of names of people who lived and worked in New Vrindaban, West Virginia, USA in the late 

1980s and early 1990s of whom are the true owners of shares from funds and resources of which were wrongfully 

extracted from McCreary’s Ridge, West Virginia, USA. (List does not contain names of children of whom are also 

owners of shares, funds and resources) – 

SPIRITUAL NAME ORIGINAL NAME 

PAVANI ACKER, ALICE 

CARCANI ALBERT, CARLA 

EKACAKRA ALBERT, JOSEPH 

LELIHANA ALEXANDER, TAMRA 

UTTAMAUJA ALLEN, DAVID 

SUNITA ALLIN, SARITA 

TOSAN KRSNA ALLIN, THOMAS 

GOPALASAPRIYA ALPERT, DIANE 

DAIVATA ALVES, ANTHONY 

PARAYANA ALVES, LAUREL 

PRABHUDDA ANFUSO, PAUL 

ANIRUDDHA ANZLIN, ANDREW 

VAIKUNTHANATHA ARDNT, WOLFGANG 

LAKSMI ARMSTRONG, LYNNE 

JAPANANDA ARNOLD, JESSE 

VIJAYA AVILA, VICKIE 

KARDAMA BAILEY, CHRISTOPHER 

JANESVARI BAIRD, JANIS 

PURNIMA BAKER, MINDY 

SUMATI BAKER, CAROL 

KAPILA SWAMI BALKMEIER, KABULL 

BRHAT SLOKA BARBIERI, JAMES 

SRAVANA BARBIERI, SMRTI 

JARIKHANDA BARRY, JOSEPH 

GOURA HARI BAUER, KATHRYN 

BHOKTA BAUER, ROBERT 

SUKHAVAHA BAUER, SUSAN 

SYAMASUNDARA BAUSCH, STEVEN 

GOPIPRIYA BRODERICK, OWEN 

MANDARA BEADREAU, MURIELLE 

HARIBHAKTA BHAKTA, HARI 

SUKSMARUPINI BLUDEAU, SUZANNE 

DIKSA BOCASSINI, DENISE 

RIPUGHNA  BOCK, RICHARD 

KUTICHAK BOLTE, KUTICHAK 

AMBIKA BRADLEY, ALEXIS 

DINANATHA BRAWLEY, DONALD 

BUDDHI YOGA BRODY, BROOKE 

MEGHAMALA BROSE, MAUREEN 

BHAGAVAN BROWN, TRACY 

MAHAVEGAVATI BRYAN, MARSHA 

KAPILA SWAMI BULLARD, DANIEL 

DHARMARAJA BURGESS, DAVID LEE 

KRSNA NAMA BURSTEIN, KELLY 

LOKAVARNATAM  BURSTEIN, LARRY 

MUKTAKESA BURSTEIN, RONALD 

LILAMRITA  BURSTEIN, MATHERS, LOUISA KAY 

DAKSINAVARI BYARS, DEBRA 

VISVATOMUKA BYARS, WILLIAMS 

RADHARANI CABALLERO, JOSE 

MADRI CAMPBELL, MARY 

SUMATI CARLSON, CAROL 

KRSNA KATHA CARLSON, CHRIS 

GAURA SAKTI CARLSON, GREG 

GAURANGI CARPENTER FAWN 

GITA GOVINDA CHALSON, HARRIS CHRISTINE 

GADADHARA  CHALSON, JOEL 

BHADRA  CHAN SWEE, LING 

GITA CHATEL, GILLES 

JANAKI CHICOINE, JOY 

MAHA PRASADA CHICOINE, MICHEL 

CANDRAMAULI SWAMI  CHIEFA, FRANK 

VRNDAVANA CHILAK, WILLIAM 



SAHADEVA  CHRISP, STEVE 

JANAKANANDINI CHRISTOPHER, JEAN 

RAMA DAS  CHRISTOPHER, RAYMOND 

JAGADISVARA CLSRK, JONATHON 

VISNU PRIYA CLARK, WENDY 

CINTAMANI CLAUDE, JEAN 

JAY SRI CLAYTON, JILL 

PREMARNAVA  CLAYTON, CHARLES 

VIDUTTAMA CLEAVER, JANET 

SARVASHAKTI CLEAVER, KURT 

LILAKATHA CODERRE, LYNE 

EMMANUEL COHEN, MELVYN 

INDRAPRAHMAD COHEN, ELLIOT 

JAYA SRI KRSNA  COLLINS, JOSEPH 

PRAKASANANDA CONNALLY, PERIATTA 

DHIMAN COOPER, DAN 

MAHARANI COTU, MARGARET 

RAMACHANDRA COUSINEAU, RICHARD 

GOMATA CROCKER, JANET 

BHAKTISIDDHANTA CROCKETT, WILLIAM 

LILASUKA CROWELLS, JOY 

GUADIYA CROWELLS, GORDAN 

DAMAYANTI CUNNINGHAM DOREEN 

DEVAKI DAHDAH, SUSAN 

BAKULA DAHDAH, AMEEN 

JAGADANANADA DALTON, JEFF 

ISANI DAS, MARTHA 

CHANDRA VIDYA DASA, CHANDRA VIDYA 

DHAMA DASJI, DIANA 

NARADA MUNI DASJI, NARAYANSEVA 

DAYA DAVID, DIANE 

MADHAVENDRA PURI DE GAGNE, MARIO 

RAMANIYA DE JONGE, MARIA 

MAHASAKTI DENISI, MARGARET 

TULSI DESIO, DICK 

ANANTA DESLAURIER, ANDRE 

SRUTI DESLAURIER, MELISSA 

GIRINDRA MOHINI DETAMORE, OLLIVE 

AJAMILA DEY, AJIT KUMAR 

RADHIKA DEY, MARIA TERESA 

LALITA MADHAVA DTFRANCISCO, FRED 

MURTI DILLY, MICHAEL 

HRSIKESA DOKTORSKI, HENRY 

LALIT KUMARA DRUMM, LARRY 

RADHIKA RAMANA DUARTE, CLAUDIO 

SOBHAVATI DUCKWORTH, SHERYL 

IKSVAKU DULLINGER, HEINZ 

KALANGANA DUNSFORD, KIYSTYNA 

DIKSA DURR, DENISE BOCASSINI 

TILAKINI EMMI, THERESA 

DEVAKI ERNST, SUSAN 

RADHIKA ESCHLER, RAINA 

KAPILA SWAMI FAUST, LUKE/BULLARD 

DULAL CANDRA FAWLEY, HOWARD 

RASAYATRA FEGES, ROSALYN 

MAHABUDDHI FERRY, DONALD 

MANKUMARI FERRY, MARSHA 

PARAMBRAMHA FERRY, PAUL 

SRIDAMA FINE, STEPHEN 

RANAKA FINTEL, DOUG 

TAMRA FINTEL, MARIE 

JANMASUYA FITZPATRICK, CYNTHIA 

MURARI GUPTA FITZPATRICK, DAVID 

PREMA MANJARI FITZPATRICK, PATRICIA 

SUNDARAKAKRA FITZPATRICK, STEPHEN 

AMRTAPRADA FORD, ANN 

PREMAKA FORESTER, PATRICIA 

MARUDEVA FORESTER, JEFF 

SANKIRTANA FRANKEL, ANDY 

RUCI FRANKEL, RUTH 

GOPISA FRIED, GABRIEL 



HARINAMA FRIED, HEDY 

KALINDI FRIED, LYNNE 

TAPASVINI FULMAN, TINA 

HARINAMA DAS FLEMING, JOSEPH 

RASAYATRA FEJES, ROSALYN 

RAGAMATANI FAWLEY, REBECCA 

JYOTISTOMA GADOT, JOELLE CUROTTE 

GOPISVARA GAITON, MIRON 

TAPANACARYA GALLERY, THOMAS 

SRI GALIMA GARDNER, GARY 

ARAVINDA GEORGIADIS, ALEX 

PRSADHARA GERE, PHIL 

JANAKANATHA GIERZ, ANTHONY 

PANCALI CLASGOW, 

MATSYA AVATARA GLASGOW, MARK 

RAM GOPALA GOODMAN, RONALD 

JAYARAMA GORDILLO, YANET 

ROHINI GORDON, RITA 

DHARMATMA GORRICK, DENNIS 

DHARMAKALA  GRAVES, DANIELLE 

SOMA DASA GRAVES, THOMAS 

JAMINI GREEN-PEACE, MARJORIE 

NRSIMHA CAITANYA GREGG, DOUGLAS 

YOGINI GARDNER, LILIAN 

STHAYI BHAVA HAMILTON, ROBERT 

TULASI MANJARI HAMILTON, THERESA 

GAJENDRA HARDEN, GARY 

DHARA HARIT, DIANE 

HARI VAMSA HARRIS, MAMSA 

KANKA HEBEL, SUSAN WALKER 

HERA PANCAMI HELMUT, GOTH 

KRPACARYA HESSLER, JAMES 

DAYAVIRA HILL, DEWITT 

HARINAMA HIRA, MAHATME 

GARBHODAKASAYI MORVATH, JOEL 

SANATANA GOSWAMI HOWARD, STEPHEN 

LALITA SUNDARI HUDSON, LESLIE 

KRSNA CHADRA HUMPHREYS, CURTIS 

AKINCANA HYMAN, ALLAN 

HARI VENU HASICK, WILLARD 

VIDYAPATI HEARN, LAWRENCE 

HARI SHAKTI GLABBEEK 

SATYAVATI HERNANDEZ, MARICOLA 

NAMACHARYA HERTZ, NIEL 

DRAUPADI HODAS, BERNADETTE 

INDRAPRAMASTA HODAS, LEWIS 

LILAVATI HODAS, MARLENE 

DEVARSI HYMAN, DENISE 

SALAGRAMA (STEADY) ILSKE, SHARON 

GOURKESAVA JAY, GREGORY 

ADVAITA JENKINS, JOHN D 

DVARAKADISA JOHNSON, DUAINE 

VISVARUPA JOINES, WILLIAM 

AMRITAPRADA JONES, ANNE 

PARAMAHAMSA KRSNA SWAMI JONES, JULIUS PHILLIP 

LOKAMANGALA JONES, LEONARD 

BIMBADHARA JONES, WILLIAM 

NANDA KUMARA JOSEPH, CRAIG 

POURNAMASI JOSEPH, WHEELER, SUSAN 

AKRURA JULICH, ARTHUR 

HLADINI JURY, LINDA 

SIKHI MAHITI JOHNSON, ESTHER 

DAYASARA JUNG, JOHN 

PUNDARIKA KAKSHAM, PAUL 

KRSNA SRAVANA KARPOVICH, KEN 

KIRANASA KASHEFIAN, KASRA 

CAKRAVARTI KAUFMANN, PETER 

DINA SARANA KAUFMANN, DIETLINDE 

ANALA KEYES, ANNA CARLSON 

TULASI KILGORE, TONI 

ACARYANANADA KING, ADRIAN 



MUKUNDA KORBA, MIKE 

RADHA GOPINATHA KRSNA, GOPI 

PALLIKA KHATANHAR, RASHMI 

RADHA KRISHNA KHATANHAR, RAVINDRA 

BALA KRISHNA KONRAD, WILLIAM 

DEVALA LANE, LEON 

PAVITRA LARKIN, FRANK X 

SUKALINA LEIDLEIN, ANNE 

JAI NITAI  LENNON, JACOB 

PANCATATTVA LENNON, PAUL 

GOPI LENNON, JENNIFER 

PUNDARIKA LENNON, PHYLLIS 

JANAKI LEVINE, JOY 

HAMSADUTTA LONDON, JACK 

PRACETAS LONG, PHILIP 

DAKSI LONG, DEBRA 

SRIMATI LORENCE, SYLVIA 

TRIPADA VIBHUTI  LORENCE, THOMAS 

RADHA BHAVANI LUFKIN, LINDA 

MAHA BHAVA LUFKIN, MALLIKA 

HARI VENU  LUIS, GARY 

PRITYVRATA LYONS, FRANK 

KINKINI LYONS, KELLY 

LAKSMIPRIYA LYONS, LINDA 

NRSIMHA GURU LYONS, MARTIN 

TERRY LOGAN, TERRY 

BRAJA KUMARI LOGAN, REBECCA 

DAVID HUDSON, DAVID 

LONA HUDSON, LONA 

DAMODARA HUDSON, JEFFREY 

LAXMAN KING, LANNY 

CINTAMANI MACDONALD, CHEYRL 

PARVATI MACKEY, PASCALE 

JAGGANTHA RATHAYATRA  MACKEY, ROBIN DON 

BHIMA MACLEAN, JEFF 

MUKUNDA MAHESHWARI, MAHESH 

SYAMA MAHESHWARI, SANDYA 

JYOTINDRA MANING, JAMES PATRICK 

SIKSASTAKA MANLEY, SCOTT 

SYAMA MARIETTA, SUSAN 

SRUTI MARKHAM, MILLISA 

LALASAMAYI MAROULIS, LINDA 

KAMANAGARI MILLER, NANCY 

SUKAVAK MARVIN, BRIAN 

BRKASANGA MCCLURE, BOB 

PARVAT MUNI MCCOMBE, JEFF 

RAGHAVESA MCKITTERICK, ROBERT 

BHAKTIVINODE MCLEOD, BENJAMIN 

JANMASTAMI MCPHERSON, JOHN 

MADHAVA GHOSH MEBERG, MARK 

VIDYA MEBERG, MARY 

MRGENDRA MECHANIC, HARVEY 

JIVA GOSVAMI MELOCHE, JACQUES 

VAISNAVA MEYERS, WILLIAM 

REMUNA MILLER, ANN 

KARDAMA MUNI MINK, CARL STUART 

SADBHUJA MITCHELL, SUSAN 

JAYA MURARI  MOFFIT, JOSEPH 

AMBURISH MONGE, ANTHONY 

DVIJAPRIYA MONGE, DIANE 

VARSHANA SWAMI MOWEN, JACK 

JALAKOLHAREI MOBASI, HARI 

DEVAMRITA SWAMI MATSYA, JAY 

ISAVASYA MCRICE, ADRIENNE 

RADHAPRIYA MEADOWS, REBECCA 

ALICIA MONTGOMERY, ALICIA 

BILVAMANGALA MOOTS, WILLIAM 

LILASHAKTI MORRIS, ANTOINETTE 

JANESVARI MURRY, MAXINE 

RVC SWAMI NAY, RONALD 

MUCUKUNDA NEVINS, MK; RYDER, MITC 



PIPPALADA NEWBERRY, PHILLIP 

BRHAN-NARADIYA-PURANA NIETO, BERNICE ROBERT 

NAMACARYA NIMAI 

ADVAITA SWAMI NORIEGA, ELBA 

ABHINANDA NORTON, DAVID 

DHARMAKALA NORTON, DHARMISHTHA 

KEVALA BHAKTI NUNGZ, CARLOS 

DEVAHUTI OGNIBENE, NICHOLETTE 

KUSUMAPIDA OLRECH, CATHY 

NITYODITA ORDONEZ, CARLOS 

CANDRASEKHARA SWAMI OSTROWSKI, CHRIS 

RASASUDHAKARA O’NEAL, RENEE 

MANINDRA OGNIBENE, LYNN 

JAGGADATRI OLIVER, JEAN 

TRINAKARTA OGNIBENE, 

ANANDA PARKE, ALAN DUANE 

VANI PATEL, LYNNE 

RUPANUGA PATEL, RAMESH 

JARATI PATEL, YASOMATI 

PARASURAMA PEDEN, RAYMOND 

BHAKTA SUTA PEDERSON, KRSNA DAS 

SIVA SAKTI PERRY, SYLVIA 

VAIDYANATHA PETTERSSON, ERLAND 

MADHU MANGALA PHILLIPS, JAMES 

MADHURYA LILA PHILLIPS, MARGARET 

AMRTAVILASINI PHILLIPS, PATRICIA 

THAKURA PHILLIPS, THIERRY 

KADAMBA PICKETTE, CATHERINE 

JYOTIR DHAMA POLLOCK, JOE 

SIRI (SACIANANDA) PRINS, JAMES 

SIRI (SACIMATA) PRINS, SHIRLEY 

KUNTI PRITCHARD, SUSAN 

SANATHA PARMELEE, SUZANNE 

ROBIN PARMLEY, ROBIN 

HARI KIRTAN PATEL, KANTILAL 

KRISHNADAS KAVIRAJ PATEL, KETAN 

KRATU PATEL, MANAHAR 

MANASA GANGA PATEL, MIRA 

PARAYANA PACALA, CHRIS 

MANU PILLAY, MADHAV 

SITA PUCKETT, SARAH 

PITAMBARA QUICK, RITA 

ROHININANDANA SWAMI RAMAN, VISVANATHA 

GANDHARVIKA RAMLA, TARAMATI 

SARANAGATA READ, CHERYL 

TATTVA REIDMAN, THOMAS 

JAYA RSI RHODES, JONATHAN 

VISVADHIKA RICHKIN, JOANNE 

VAHNA RICHKIN, ROBERT 

MAHAJANA RIEF, MATTHEW 

NITYA SIDDHA RIVERA, CRISTOVALINA 

MAHESVARA ROBERTO, MANUEL 

MAYAPURA SASA ROBITAILLE, ROBERT 

TRIADISA ROBSON, THEO 

KRISHNABHAKTI STAFFORD, NEDDA BES 

DRAHMA STORCH, ROBERT 

RUPARAMESVARI STROWGER, REBECCA 

SARASVATI STRUNK, SARAH 

CANDRA KANTI SUNDERHAUS, CHANDRA 

KATHA RUCI SUNDERHAUS, KATHLEEN 

DEVARSI SWATRZEL, DENISE 

VIVASVAN SYMES, FRED 

AJEYA TARANTINO, ALFRED 

DEVADATTA TARTAKOFF, DAVID 

GOVINDA PRIYA TAYLOR, BRYAN 

KALIYA KRSNA TEHENNEPE, CHRISTOPHER 

JADA BHARATA THIBEAULT, J.F. 

PARAM DHAMA THIBEAULT, PATRICIA 

KUMARA THOMPSON, CRAIG 

AMBUDHARA TSACRIOS, DEBORAH 

NICK TSACRIOS, NICK 



BHAVA TEHENNEPE, ALVES, BHAVA 

KRIPI TRAVER, CHRISTINE 

SARVABHAUMA TRAVER, STEVEN 

KRISHNA BALARAMA VALENTIN, KREON 

VEDAVYASPRIYA SWAMI VYAS, BHAGIRATH 

DEVAPRASTHA UNCAFER, DANIEL 

CARUDESNA VAN DER VEEN, CHRIS 

JATILA VAN DER VEEN, JANET 

DEVANANDA VAN PELT, DANIEL 

DASARATHA VAN PELT, DAVID 

JAYADEVI VAN PELT, JACKIE 

NARANRAYANA VANAS, NORMAN 

ARATIKA VASTA, ANNE 

KULADRI VILLA, ARTHUR 

KUTILA VILLA, LINDA 

PALLIKA VILLA, PRITHA 

GANDHARI VILLEMAIRE, FRANCE 

SESA VILLEMAIRE, SERGE 

CAKRAPANI VOLGER, CHARLEY 

JAGADISVARA VUTETAKIS, JAMES 

RUPAMANJARI VUTETAKIS, RUTH 

CAITANYA MANGALA WALKER, CHRIS 

DANAKELI WALKER, DAN 

MAHATI WALSH, SUE 

MURTI SWAMI WALSH, WILLIAM 

VISHVARETA WALTHALL, WILLIAM 

GARGA RSI WATERMAN, DAVID 

MUDAKARI WATERMAN, MARIE 

KALPAVRIKSA WEBER, KEITH 

SANATHA WEBER, SUSAN PARMALEE 

SUDHANU WEISNER, GEORGE 

LAJJAVATI WEISNER, LYNN 

DHARMARAJA WHEELER, DEVIN 

HAYAGRIVA WHEELER, HOWARD III 

SANATANA GOSWAMI WILLIAMS, GARY 

DAYASARA WRIGHT, GARY 

BHAJA GOVINDA WILLIAMS BRINDA 

DEVAKULA ZIEGLER, DIANE 

 

 

 


